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Making advanced stats simple, practical, and fun for hockey fansAdvanced stats give hockeyâ€™s

powerbrokers an edge, and now fans can get in on the action. Stat Shot is a fun and informative

guide hockey fans can use to understand and enjoy what analytics says about team building, a

playerâ€™s junior numbers, measuring faceoff success, recording save percentage, the most

one-sided trades in history, and everything you ever wanted to know about shot-based metrics.

Acting as an invaluable supplement to traditional analysis, Stat Shot can be used to test the validity

of conventional wisdom, and to gain insight into what teams are doing behind the scenes â€” or

maybe what they should be doing.Whether looking for a reference for leading-edge research and

hard-to-find statistical data, or for passionate and engaging storytelling, Stat Shot belongs on every

serious hockey fanâ€™s bookshelf.
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This is a fantastic book for those who are serious hockey fans. I have recently gotten into some of

the intricacies of hockey analytics, and this book explained some of the stats stuff in a much more

manageable way than anything else I've read. Vollman and his coauthors describes some of the

advanced models used in this book to fairly compare all of the players in a way that seems



impossible when you just look at the raw data presented in the tables. I would definitely recommend

this book to anyone with a crippling hockey addiction or a love of numbers. Just kidding about that

last part, that can't be a thing.

I love statistical analysis, even though I'm not quite smart enough to do it myself. I also love hockey.

Fortunately there are people out there who 1) have the brains for stats, 2) love hockey at least as

much as I do, or perhaps even more and 3) wrote a book about all of those wonderful "advanced"

hockey stats that have become all the rage over the past decade or so. It focuses more on the stats

that apply to individual players more than "team" stats like Corsi, but it does have a chapter near the

end that details stuff like Corsi and possession metrics. It also includes a section quantifying the

most lopsided trades in NHL history.So if you love hockey and love stats, you won't find a better

book than this.

Enjoyable and informative read on the new Hockey evaluation metrics.
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